


Hello Readers,
Saying I am excited to welcome you to the first online edition of INSIGHT 
would be an understatement. I’m exhilarated to have you here!
It has been one memorable session and I am grateful to God for my 
amazing team who have put in a lot of work and sleepless nights to 
create the perfect magazine for the entire Bowen Community, despite 
all odds. Trust me, this magazine would only be wishful dream without 
their zest and hard work.
INSIGHT which means deep understanding, is a platform which gives 
every member of the Bowen Community an avenue to creatively express 
their understanding and perceptions of reality, including life in Bowen 
University. 
The magazine is student run and its production a combined effort of the 
Bowen Baptist Student’s Fellowship, dedicated students, supportive 
staff advisers and chaplains who have had to review and edit over time.
We received a large range of excellent submissions and it is wonderful 
seeing students devote themselves to such a wonderful cause.
Get ready to be dazzled as you read through articles that have been 
carefully selected to meet your creative needs.
Thank you for reading up till this point. We look forward to your 
continuous support towards the growth of INSIGHT.

Ayomide Akintayo
For the Editorial Team.
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Looking back at the time I have spent serving you all, it has been a wonderful experience; 
though tough in all honesty. Leadership is not easy, trust me on that.
However, apart from inspiring people and touching lives, the experience of leadership 
has a great impact on the leader. My service to Bowen University, it’s students and 
Bowen Baptist Student Fellowship has tremendously contributed to shaping my mind 
and character.
My passion to transform my generation has increased and I am grateful to you for that.
I am also thankful for the amazing team I had. My fellow executives were a group of 
passionate, supportive and effective leaders.
My only advice to you even as we all go through this global crisis together is to have faith 
and come out even stronger than ever. Dare to do great things! Do not settle for average.
In the words of Theodore Roosevelt:
“It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, 
or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man 
who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who 
strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort 
without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows 
great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at 
the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he 
fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold 
and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.”
Remember, that the best way not to live an ordinary or average life is to surrender your 
life to the greatest leader ever; Jesus. It is only through this that your soul is secured for 
eternity and your future will be established.

- Onigbogi Oluwatobi
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How has the journey been for the Kingdom Builders?
Wow! The journey for the Kingdom Builders has been 
enlightening, challenging and all shades of amazing. 
Simply put, it has been God-filled.

What challenges have you faced in this role?
 A challenge I have faced as the Vice President (Female) 
would be “being out there”. I used to love being in my 
space prior to this, but leadership has exposed me to 
relating a lot more with people.
In addition, having to organize programs for me was 
challenging, as it was a new experience, but God’s plan 
has always prevailed and I have learnt to dare seemingly 
challenging things by his grace. 

One of the laudable achievements of this 
administration, compared to past administration 
is that credible information is now made available 
to students by the BBSF, what steps were taken to 
achieve this?
I would really want to give my teammates, the Kingdom 
Builders a round of applause, most especially the 
President, Onigbogi Oluwatobiloba, who ensured that 
we were proactive in administering various situations. 
The issue of communication was one of the issues this 
administration took as a project to tackle and solve, 
I would thus say that proactiveness helped a lot in 
achieving this. Before any information is sent out, the 
BBSF is meant to know of it and disseminate it. But we 
know this has not always been the issue in the past.  This 
brought about the use of a recognized BBSF watermark 
to provide credible means of information for students. 
I would say that students trust that any information 
that disseminated via the watermark as credible and 
authentic. 

Some time ago, the BBSF executives switched 
positions for a while, what was the rationale behind 
that? 
The rationale behind the switch was to foster love, unity 
and to create a sense of reminder that no one’s duty is of 

Arubina Jesuloba

less importance than the other. For example, the 
Evangelist Coordinator acting in the capacity of 
the Chief Usher would have make him appreciate 
the duties and responsibilities of the Chief Usher. 
I would say it helped us appreciate one another 
and the positions we occupy.

What is combining being the Head of the 
Sisters’ Fellowship with being a First Class 
Law Student like?
Challenging! People close to me know that I take 
my academics seriously, the truth however, is 
that God’s Grace is always made available for 
His Children. I can remember when I got elected 
and was announced, one of the many things I 
told God was that “Lord, all eyes would be on me 
now, do not let my academics suffer”. The past 
semester was challenging having to combine a 
lot but God proved himself once again. I would 
say God’s Grace has been over sufficient.

Can you give us a sneak peek into the typical 
day of the BBSF Vice President?
A sneak peek? Well, remember I am a student. 
I go to classes, cafeterias, library (when in the 
mood) and then back to the hostel. However, 
being a leader may mean an alteration to the way 
my day would go as a lot of impromptu meetings 
may come up or various issues needing to be 
attended to. When this happens, I do the needful.

THE VICE 
PRESIDENT 
(Female)

Interview A Publication of the Bowen Baptist Student Fellowship
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What’s it like being the BBSF vice president?
Being the Vice President is a whole new level 
of influence and responsibility. Leadership isn’t 
really new to me but this is a different layer 
when it comes to heading about 5000 students. 

What do you consider challenges that you 
have faced since you assumed position and 
how has these challenges changed/improved 
you?
Well, having to communicate the matters of the 
students to the school and vice versa and also 
having to deal with different kinds of individuals. 

Can you describe a time when you have had to 
deliver negative feedback?
Well, I don’t think there’s anything negative. I 
guess it is not just what people want to hear and 
I know that’s part of our work as executives to 
mediate between both parties. 
For instance; having to make the students 
understand why they must all go home though 
some aren’t willing to.

What other position are you managing/
occupying asides being the vice president of 
the BBSF and what methods do you use to 
oversee them and ensure your work is error 
free?
I head a spiritual group, I’m an executive in a 
unit, I occupied a position in the department 
and in my home church... 
I simply delegate.

What do you think is key to maintaining a 
healthy work environment? 
Love what you do, Love those you work with and 
Love those you work for

THE VICE PRESIDENT 
(Male)

Interview A Publication of the Bowen Baptist Student Fellowship
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ONCE
UPON A 
PANDEMIC
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2020  was supposed to be the “IT” 
year. When we all said happy 
new year and goodbye to 

detty December, I was beyond sure that the year 
would be filled with leaps, only leaps and bounds 
because it was a leap year. On 02/02/2020, a date, 
I recall feeling elated because there was just no 
way that life wouldn’t serve me all I demanded for 
that year on a silver platter. The stars were aligned 
in my favor and I recall the elation I felt when I was 
shortlisted for an opportunity. Things took a drastic 
turn when we were to go home due to Covid-19.

Covid was the virus that was just determined to pour 
sand into my Garri. I, like everyone else had come to 
the conclusion that after a week or two, we would 
be summoned back to school. A week turned into 
two, two turned into a month and the story hasn’t 
changed. We are six months into the break and I 
hold a grudge against the virus not because it has 
killed people but because I have this inclination that 
my year would have turned out differently if Covid 
wasn’t in existence. Call it the lack of empathy if you 
must, but the truth is, it hits differently when your 
life goals are not achieved.

I recall the first time the subject of virtual classes 
came up. We laughed, hands on our bellies, tears 
on our faces and the words on everyone’s fingertips 
was- it is not possible- Na lie. It was with unbelief 
that we took the first class, and the next, and the 
next. With the virtual time table, we grudgingly, but 
slowly accepted our fate- “The new normal”.

I recall my first virtual class. I had not eaten anything 
and had not tested out the Zoom app, which was to 
be our venue. I went into class, a cup of tea in my 
hand and looking completely disheveled. Along with 
the virtual classes came so many firsts; the first time 
cooking while having classes, the first time texting 
while having classes and the first time sleeping in a 
virtual class (which was a prophecy come true).
I recall the intense fear I had when it was demanded 
of me to go to the market. I walked into the market 
and was shocked by how full the market was, 
without any observance of the protocols of the new 
normal like- handwashing, social distancing and 
face mask wearing. I recall thinking “so Covid-19 
has break time when people go to the market, but 
resumes when it is time to go to church.

My Experience during the Lock down

Then in church we started a series called” From lock 
down to leaping up”. It brought me to the realization 
that maybe the Lock down was a diamond in the 
rough. I opened up myself to the opportunities that 
the Lock down brought. I still wonder about how I 
could resent that period so much, yet be grateful 
for what it brought my way. The lock down was a 
revealer and I have to give it due credit.

The lock down brought out the angel in us all. We 
became writers, graphic designers, Podcasters, 
entrepreneurs, virtual interns, delegates and 
professionals within our oun right. Many of us got 
to know our families and revealed that we do want 
autonomy after life in the university. We want to have 
at least a studio flat to stay in. The Lock down gave 
us Christ revealed and opened our eyes to the things 
of the spirit thereby instilling in us the mindset of 
the takeover generation. We became, leaders, 
followers, volunteers, politicians, journalists, critics 
and mailing lists readers. We became clearer about 
our motives and learned to take the usual advice we 
ignore. We learned to be “Calming down”.

The Lock down gave me the courage to find my 
voice and to own it. It made me decisive about what 
I wanted and to not compromise. I am miles away 
from the destination, but I am happy that I am not 
at the starting line--still contemplating whether to 
take off or not.

It brought about more true friends. It made me 
intentional about building my relationships and 
made me identify who I am within the crowd. I still 
recall the first time that a school friend came over. I 
felt vulnerable but in the midst of it, I felt trust. I am 
confident that in my next physical class, if a lecturer 
asks me to point out my friend, I will be able to 
confidently point out that I have friends.
From the girl who owns a medium column, binge 
watches YouTube videos and survived the Covid-19 
lock down.

P.s. Wear a mask to protect yourselves. It won’t 
kill. 
By Oluwasolafunmi.
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The government regulations restricting movement and certain 
activities have been lifted, and before we know it, everyone 
resumes their normal way of life. Nigeria will be, again, fully 
open for business and we look forward to go on with life as 
usually, however, for the next few months, it will be life unusual.
It is advisable not to get lost in the euphoria of the lockdown 
and curfew being finally lifted and forget that there is still 
a threat out there. Below are certain, things that used to be 
rather mundane and routine but should not be seen in that light 
because of the times.

1. You should not use your teeth to rip into packaged water sachet. 
The person who sold it to you already touched it.

2. If you love groundnut and popcorn, then you can no more allow 
the seller peel and blow your groundnut. They would have to blow 
on their groundnuts using their mouth. You also cannot buy already 
skinned groundnuts.

3. Choose hygienic eateries for your meals away from home. 
Consider places where operators use clean protective gear.

4. Where possible, cook your own food and carry your own water 
when you leave for work.

Dealing with life 
after Lockdown
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5. Social distancing is strongly advised, so hugging may 
be suspended until further notice.

6. Avoid handshakes. The combination of a wave and a 
mild smile is a great substitute.

7. Currency notes travel a lot from hand to hand. Once 
you touch currency notes—and coins—be sure to wash 
your hands with soap or use hand sanitizer immediately.

8. When you touch change money given to you by 
conductors or sellers, ensure you don’t touch your 
mouth, eyes or nose with the same hand. Wash your 
hands appropriately or use alcohol-based sanitisers.

9. You can’t share soft drink with someone else using the 
same bottle. If you have to share, pour in cups.

10. Clean surfaces regularly, especially surfaces shared 
by many people.

11. Drop the “big boss” act and carry your things 
yourself—at least, until this coronavirus business blows 
over.

12. Stop touching people when you talk, and don’t let 
people do that to you either. Many have always found it 
in poor taste, and it is time to stop it.

13. Maintain social distancing as much as possible

14. When your purchase is stuff inside a polythene 
or paper bag, keep in mind that the packaging 
has been touched by someone else and may be 
contaminated. Wash your hands once you get 
home.

15. Always close the toilet lid after flushing. 
If that is a hygiene practice you ignore, now 
is time to give it a hard thought.

Culled from dailytrust.com.ng

DEALING WITH LIFE AFTER THE LOCKDOWN
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The immediate response of many people when 
they are called to be leaders is “Not me!”. Many 
people believe that they cannot be a leader or they 
don’t see themselves qualified for those positions. 
I dare to assert that everybody can be a leader, 
everybody must be a leader and everybody should 
be. Leadership is not about positions, flowcharts, 
or elections; Leadership is fairly and squarely 
about influence.
Influence is as a result of our value to others. We are 
able to change people’s perception about life, their 
ideas and the decisions they make, as leaders. All 
leaders serve and the only criteria for leadership 
is the mindset of service. Several people shy away 
from leadership because they think it is exhaustive 
and consuming. This is because our world today 
runs on a deplorable concept of leadership. 
Leadership is all about serving the world with our 
gifts. All humans can be leaders because every 
person has a gift that is meant to solve a problem 
in the world. People will follow you only when they 
know that you are the solution to their problems. 
Leadership is not about being authoritative or 
being in control. Rather, control comes from 
influence you have on people and power is given 
to you to serve them better. So, how great you are 
as a leader is directly proportional to the number 
of people you serve.
Leadership begins when you discover yourself for 

the benefit of your generation. Companies 
like Microsoft keep coming up with new 
products as an attempt to serve humanity, to 
make work more efficient for humanity. When 
service is the goal, greatness automatically 
becomes a by-product. People like Martin 
Luther King Jnr., Mahatma Gandhi, Henry 
Ford, Bill Gates, Walt Disney, Albert Einstein, 
Florence Nightingale. Helen Keller, Pablo 
Picasso, Oprah Winfrey, etc, are all examples 
of great people in their respective fields, but 
a careful study of these individuals will reveal 
that their greatness was not a product of 
academic studies or formal education, social 
status or superior breeding, but surprisingly 
the greatness of each was related to the 
discovery, development, refinement, and 
serving of a unique “gift” to humanity. They 
were all preoccupied with pursuit of their 
unique gift in service to mankind. They were 
all possessed with an idea that would benefit 
humanity. Greatness therefore has very 
little to do with the pursuit of popularity, 
recognition or power.
I believe that every need in the world would be 
met if everybody discovered and maximized 
the leadership potential within. Every human 
being was born to contribute to his or her 
generation. No one was given life to take up 
space. If everyone were to discover his or her 
own value, balanced by the understanding 
that everyone else has a contribution to make, 
all the needs in the world would be met.

Written by Olawale Oluwamayomikun

Leadership

Article
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BY WULANGA LAWI

Is
Politics
for me

?
?
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?

‘One of the penalties of 
refusing to participate 
in politics is that you 

end up being governed 
by your inferiors’,

the great Plato rightly 
observed

Is Politics 
for me?

One of the topics that seem really 
vague and distant for most 
students and youths is that of 

politics. A lot of youths feel politics is a 
game that is played only between the 
dirty minded or people whose hands are 
covered with wrong deeds. Who would 
blame them for this line of thought? 
After all it’s simply what is passed on to 
a child that the child would inherit and 
imbibe.
We have been made to believe that 
politics is a dirty game and as such those 
who involve or find themselves involved 
in politics are seen as people who have 
soiled their hands with the dirty deeds 
and there is no redemption for them. 
Politics has been ostracized and ranked 
to belong to certain individuals to the 
extent that when noble men indulge, 
they tend to lose their right standing in 
the society.
Politics is basically one of the best 
gifts and concept given to man. It is 
one of the activities associated with 
the governance of a country or area. 

Involvement in politics enables man to 
give his thoughts legal backing by voting 
towards what he believes in. Politics 
may go beyond the aforementioned, 
but the focus of this article is to let us 
all know that politics is a concept to be 
indulged in by all.
There are so many people especially 
youths who possess great ideas that 
could transform the state of this country 
but go ahead to stifle them by staying 
mute or running away from anything 
that deals with politics. There are other 
youths who only pray for change and 
make no effort to effect the change. 
This is a call to all of these youths to 
actualise that idea, get involved in 
politics and be the change you desire.
The state of things in the country may 
seem discouraging, but if we remain 
apathetic and do not get involved in 
the politics of the nation even in things 
as insignificant as voting, then it’s not 
going to get better, we should therefore 
see all the struggles and barriers as 
a means to forge ahead and take 
responsibility for our future. 
Hunter S. Thompson stated that 
‘politics is the art of controlling your 
environment’. 
So, are you tired of what is going on in 
your environment? Then this is a call to 
you to awake and take control of the 
situations around you. You can start by 
getting involved in the politics of your 
hostel or department. 
Politics is for you; politics is for me and 
politics is for everyone who is tired of 
living less and I know we are all tired of 
living less.
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Waiting
Relationships are imperative for 

many different reasons such as 
increasing our emotional well-

being and creating stability in our lives. 
Relationships often times are the glue 
that holds us together during stressful 
and difficult times. Without relationships 
we would have a deadened spirit and a 
lack of connection to our true selves. It 
is therefore important to enter the right 
relationship with the right person and at 
the right time too. True! Love can happen 
at any time, and you just find yourself in 
a relationship with that person already, 
however, while waiting for love to occur, 
here are some preparatory steps to take 
so when it does happen, it happens well.
Firstly, work at becoming whole. While 
waiting; discover your purpose of 
creation, and work towards fulfilling it. 
Work towards being a complete man or 
woman. This is the time to set standards, 
life standards. Live Life. Acquire skills. 
Learn a trade; not just for the benefit of 
your future family but most importantly 
for yourself. Invest in your life. The truth is 

the more you pursue your dreams, the higher the 
chance of meeting someone interesting among 
those lines.
The waiting period is a time to spend focusing on 
loving and appreciating yourself. Remember that 
you cannot give what you don’t have, so there is a 
need for you to love yourself first before you can 
love another.
Another vital thing to do while waiting is to invest 
in your future relationship, read books, listen 
to audio, and maybe even attend seminars on 
relationship. Remember that you get returns 
wherever you invest. 
Lastly, yet very crucial, while waiting, stay away 
from unhealthy “situationships”, that is, an 
undefined relationship. Do not assume to be in 
a relationship just because you talk often with 
someone or spend the larger part of your day with 
a person.  
In conclusion, irrespective of how long your 
waiting period is, ensure that you guard your heart 
with all diligence [ Proverbs 4:23, The Holy Bible.]

Written by Siakpere Ediri 

A Publication of the Bowen Baptist Student Fellowship

While 
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The BBSF library is filled with 
captivating, motivational and 
soul lifting books.
You can’t step into the library 
and step out without falling in 
love with a book, if you are not a 
book lover, the BBSF library will 
surely make you one. The library 
is located besides the BBSF 
secretariat at the second floor in 
chapel.
Let’s peep into the BBSF 
library with some books highly 
recommended by the librarian.

1. Redeeming love by Francine 
Rivers: This Christian novel can 
keep you glued to a spot for days, 
it is assured to keep you flipping 
pages to the end as it is coined from 
the book of Hosea in the Bible. The 
book tells the story of two lovers, 
you and God using the beautiful 
love story of Hosea and Gomer. It 
paints a story of how God’s love 
keeps drawing you back always 
ready to redeem, restore and heal 
a wounded heart. It is a must read

2. Mirror Mirror by Graham 
Beynon: This book is absolutely 
wonderful! Mirror mirror shows 
a pattern for self-discovery and 
identity. This books deeply explains 
how your identity is found in Christ. 
Most times we are confused about 
the pattern laid down by the world 
for self-evaluation, mirror mirror 

shows God’s word as our mirror. Do 
you want to know what you look 
like? Look into Mirror Mirror oops, I 
mean God’s words.

3. Prayer: the mightiest force in 
the world by Frank c. Laubach: 
Are you a lover of God’s presence? 
Are you curious to know God’s 
presence? Then this book is for 
you!! Follow the testimony of this 
exquisite writer as he explains how 
he experienced Prayer as a mighty 
force.

4.Good morning Holy Spirit by 
Benny Hinn: This book has been a 
top list for book lovers, it is the story 
of Benny Hinn’s encounter with the 
Holy Spirit and how his life changed 
dramatically. Read and see that 
there can always be a dramatic turn 
to your life.

5. Loving Amanda by Laju Iren: 
Follow Amanda, an orphan battered 
and bruised without a moment of 
peace as she uncovers true love in 
its greatest form. If this book were 
a person, I would have called it a 
total sweetheart, anyways books 
are people too!
And that’s all for the peep into the 
BBSF library, I bet you can’t wait to 
take a walk into the library.
I’ll be waiting for you in the library, 
see you soon!

Peep Into The 
BBSF Library
With Ife Toyese
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There are works that have revolutionised 
music culture in Nigeria and have shaped 
the industry to what we enjoy today. They 
are based solely on popularity during 
their time and societal impact. These are 
classical masterpieces that have paved 
way for modern mainstream music. These 
are songs popular among Nigerian music 
listeners and they serve as an essential 
part of the nation’s cultural identity.

•Send Down The Rain – Majek Fashek 
(1989): This record became a central 
moment in Nigerian’s Reggae history. In 
1989, the song won six PMAN awards for 
‘song of the year’, ‘Reggae Artist’ of the year 
amongst others. This song gave him the nick-
name, ‘The Rainmaker’. There is a belief that 
the year of release witnessed the highest 
amount of rainfall ever in Nigeria

•African Queen – 2face (2004): ‘African 
Queen’ by 2face is still considered a success 
story in the Nigerian pop industry. 2face had 
just left his boyhood group, ‘Plantashun Boiz’ 
when he dropped a generational classic that 
birthed future stars. ‘African Queen’ video is 
the first-ever video to be aired on MTV Base. 
For the love song category, it is undoubtedly 
the greatest love song ever sung by a 
Nigerian.

•Sweet Mother – Prince Nico Mbarga 
(1976): Every mother’s day is never complete 
in Nigeria without this song. The song was 
originally composed by Nico Mbarga. The 
song has been voted Africa’s favourite song 
by BBC readers and listeners. Sweet Mother 
performed commercially well with 13 million 
copies sold.

•Konko Below – Lagbaja (2000): Lagbaja’s 
music creation comes with a unique blend 
of Yoruba Highlife with Jazz. This style has 
crafted his name in the history books of 
Nigeria. He relays his message to listeners 
with lyrics wrapped up in comic relief. The 

early 2000s witnessed the dominance 
of Lagbaja with ‘Konko Below’. The 
phrase ‘Konko Below’ has been used in 
everything pertaining to popular culture 
to date.

10 
classic 
songs

a Nigerian Should Know

by Korede Ogunleye
and edited by David Olokeogun
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Zombie – Fela ( 1976): The song went all out against 
the draconian laws of the military government. While 
performing this song, Fela mimicked how military 
officials marched when on duty. The aftermath of this 
song popularity affected his mental state coupled 
with the death of his mother. Issues revealed on that 
conscious record still exist in today’s Nigeria.

Jailer – Asa ( 2008): Asa kicked off her career with 
monumental records. Asa cracked into a market 
saturated with pop music heavyweights. She wrapped 
the Nigerian experience into her astute songwriting. 
Jailer’s message is portrayed as an allegory into what 
society stands for. Her debut album inspired new 
generation of RnB/Soul artists in Nigeria.

Shakomo – Remedies (1998): Remedies was a group in 
the late 90s with Eedris Abdul Kareem as the rapper and 
MC-Lyte and Tony Tetuila as lead singers. ‘Shakomo’ is 
considered as one of the influential songs that propelled 
Urban Hip hop’s popularity to the mainstream in Nigeria.

Love Me Jeje – Seyi Shodimu (1997): Seyi Shodimu 
featured Shaffy Bello in the 1997 hit single. They were 
both on another classic, titled, ‘Money Man’. What stood 
out about this song is the easy mix of Yoruba, Pidgin-
English, and English language to create romantic 
feelings. A remix was released featuring K. Michelle in 
2016. The song is unarguably one of the best songs in 
Nigeria as far as a love song is concerned.

Afro Juju – Shina Peters (1989): The breakthrough of 
Sir. Shina Peters into mainstream music radicalized Juju 
music. Afro-Juju series Vol.1 was released in 1989. Afro 
juju in the 80s-90s relied heavily on fast percussions, 
loud keyboards, and guitar. At this time in his career, 
he was a mastermind that developed afro juju as a sub-
genre for juju music.

Seun Rere – Christy Essien Igbokwe (1981): Every 
Nigerian parent love this song. Christy was from Akwa 
Ibom but released a classic in the Yoruba language. 
‘Seun Rere’ is a parent’s address to a child who has lost 
his way. She was a leading vocalist in her time, releasing 
words of truth through her conscious music. Seun rere 
became a popular song in every home, street, and 
church.

10 
classic 
songs
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There are certainly many other 
rules out there than are presented 
here. Some of these you may have 
already discovered for yourself.
That, after all, is part of the 
pleasure of clothing, which no 
rule should hamper: trying new 
kit out, seeing if it suits you, 
seeing how it makes you feel. 
Below are few tips that can help 
you.
1. Know thyself
2. Invest Wisely In A Watch.
3.Don’t Shy Away From Colours.
4.With Shirts, Stick To the 
Classics.
5. Don’t skimp on glasses.

6.Dress well for the setting.
7.Keep Accessorising To A 

Minimum.
8. Invest in Shoes.
9.Keep Your Underwear 
Simple.
10.Look after your 
appearance.

Welcome to fashion emergency! There are several sticky situations we find ourselves in 
when trying to dress up or dress down.
Often times, we can’t seem to get out of these common situations.
Here are some fashion tips that may make life easy for you:
▶ Use white wine to remove red wine stains.
▶ Wash new jeans twice before taking them to the tailor. Why? Because jeans will always shrink in 
length when washed.
▶ Cut down your closet by 25% by asking yourself this one question: “If I were shopping right this 
second, would I buy this?” If the answer’s no, out it goes!
▶ Never put a garment on immediately after ironing, as this can actually cause new wrinkles to 
form. Instead, let it sit for five minutes to set the press.
▶ If you get wax on a piece of clothing, layer wax paper over the hardened wax and then run an iron 
over it to loosen it up. Once you pull off the paper, the wax should come right out with it.
▶ To clean dirt off suede, remove the crust from a piece of bread and allow it to become stale. 
Gently rub dirt and stains with the edge of the stale bread, and they’ll disappear. To de-scuff 
suede, use an eraser or nail file.

Being able to dress chic and stylish 
every day is a skill that can be difficult to 
master. Luckily for you, we’ve rounded 
up the top 10 style tips that every 
woman should know. While they may 
seem small and simple, these handy 
tips will revolutionize the way that you 
dress on a daily basis. Whether you’re 
headed to work, out for drinks, or even 
to Sunday brunch, these advice gems 
are sure to see you looking fashionable 
and fabulous every time you step out.
1. Find a good tailor.
2. Balance your top and bottom.
3. Invest in Styles that Work for 
Your Shape.
4. Don’t be afraid to mix 
patterns.
5. Curate Your Colours to 
Suit Your Skin Tone.
6. Buy These Three Essential 
Jackets;  A tailored blazer, 
leather jacket, and denim 
jacket.
7. Don’t Forget to 
Accessorise.
8. Create a DIY styling kit.
9. Always Have a White 
Fitted Shirt on Hand.
10. Preselect outfits 
for busy mornings.

 Fashion tips are culled from https://www.thetrendspotter.net/top-style-tips-for-women/ 
https://www.fashionbeans.com/article/how-to-dress-well-men

FASHION EMERGENCY with Oyindamola Adaramola 

Fashion Tips

Men
Women

Fashion Tips
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A Day In 
Bowen 

University
Written by Ayomide Ibukunoluwa



“
Get a sheet of paper! Mrs. A’s shrilly voice sends 

a signal to my body that automatically makes 
my stomach rumble and cause the gathering 
of a sweaty puddle on my forehead for fear 

of the imminent doom. My brain automatically does 
an auto format and I can’t even remember my matric 
number. 
It’s 15 minutes into the test and the only thing on 
my answer sheet is my name written 68 times in 30 
different styles. Just as I struggle to think of anything 
related to the course with which I will fill the space 
at the back of my answer sheet, with something a bit 
sensible, I hear the most annoying phrase “TIME UP”. 
Warm sweat trickles down my back as my school fees 
suddenly flash before me…
I am welcomed back to earth with the hall assistant’s 
oga, get up o, as “Good morning, brothers it is time 
for devotion” echoes in the background. I wake up 
with a start, realizing that I am drenched in sweat 
but thankful that it was just a dream. My joy was so 
evident that I replied the hall assistant with thank 
you very much, not waiting for his shocked response 
to my unusual response, I skid towards the common 
room for devotion while making a mental note to read 
before attending lecture.
……………………

INTRODUCTION
My name is Akindele, my friends call me AK, but you 
can call me Akin for short, I am a 300 level statistics 
student at Bowen University, Iwo. I never dreamed of 
attending a private university, but purpose brought 

Oga, get up 
o, as “Good 
morning, 
brothers it 
is time for 
devotion”

“
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me here and it’s been an exciting three-year journey. In my 
school, there are three classes of students, the churchy, 
serious and cool kids, I happen to be one of the very few 
who are a fine blend of the three classes. 
……………………..
Wednesdays are church days in school, so I get dressed in 
one of my best corporate wear because the entire school 
attends chapel and a bro is never to be caught unfresh. 
Off to class with my guys and my brown skinned love; puff 
puff.
Class was generally uneventful and my guys and I 
approach the biggest chapel in West Africa, only to be 
denied entrance by a curtsey officer (the fear of curtsey 
officers is one step towards avoiding SDC) because of 
my beards, he gets my ID card and tells me to come back 
for it when I “look responsible”. Just as I was listening to 
the ever energetic vice chancellor talk about the latest 
achievements of the university, I felt my phone vibrate in 
my pocket, but resist the urge to check who it might be as 
the curtsey officer closest to me gives me a menacing glare, 
so I busy myself with thinking if it’s the service provider 
that calls me at annoying hours, or my uncle calling to ask 
for my account number or one of the numerous churches 
I attended at home asking to know if I’ll be attending their 
next service, I prayerfully hope it’s my uncle.

……………………
COURTESY OFFICERS
Curtsey officers are members of the non-teaching staff in 
Bowen University, it could be said that the fear of curtsey 
officers is the first step towards avoiding SDC (Student 
Disciplinary Committee). Their duty is to enforce the 
rules of the university by ensuring that students comply 
with the rules and regulations, the key towards avoiding 
a situation with them is complying with the rules and 
regulations of the school.
……………………
Just as the choir director drops the microphone, I bolt off 
to the ATM to withdraw my last 1k, as I was hurrying I saw 
Toks the girl whose smile brightens my day, and suddenly 
didn’t feel the need use the machine. She smiled in her 
usual manner as we exchanged pleasantries, in the midst 
of which I jokingly asked to see her later in the day, which 
to my surprise she obliged me. 
The rest of the day was a blur as my date with Toks 
occupied my mind day, I was already thinking of the lines 
to use and how I’ll tell her to take time to pray and think 
about my request.
…………………….

TOKS

A Day In Bowen University
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Toks whose full name is Oluwatoke, is a very reserved second year student in 
my department with the most amazing smile you’ll ever come across. My first 
encounter with her was when she was directed to me for advice as regards her 
choice of electives and the department in general. Since then my attraction 
to her has grown stronger by the day.
………………………
Its 5:30 pm and I’m dressed in my classic vintage shirt and shorts 
accompanied by strong waft of Christian Dior perfume my brother gifted 
me. Chike and I leave the hostel for the temporary site, with him going for 
discipleship and I going for Toks. I call toke and in her lovely voice replys 
with “I’ll be there in 10 minutes, as I use that I use the avenue to withdraw 
my last 1k (if I perish I perish). Toke came just in time and as she approached 
KemmyBee in all her of her glory, I knew that cupid has finally made me it’s prey. 

As the gentleman that I am, I offered to get her shawarma which she refused, but I insisted, 
we both went out to get shawarma while I got a bottle of water with the excuse of not wanting 
to upset my very sensitive stomach.
We spoke about school and classes in general, after which I told her how I feel about her and 
my desire to date her, she suddenly pauses and says I thought you knew… I was wondering 
what she thought I knew then came to a conclusion that the feeling was mutual, I was dancing 
my victory dance in my head, but decided to play it cool by asking her what she thought I 
knew.
Only for the song to my victory dance to be abruptly put off with a sentence I never realized 
could kick me in the guts; as she replys with “I thought you knew I have a boyfriend”. 
Everything suddenly turns into slow motion as she says more about this mysterious boyfriend 
who happens to be an ex-bowenite. As if to add pepper to my already freshly scarred heart, 
she says; I only see you as a big brother that can help me with school work.
Nodding and trying to figure out the zone I am in, I hurriedly say my bye as I trek back to the 
hostel like a lost traveler. The tears flow as the bus conveying people for discipleship drives 
past me splashing me with murky water, as I shiver at the reality of my first heartbreak.

A Day In Bowen University
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It was a lovely evening on Valentine’s 
day. My ego forbade me from 
admitting my loneliness. A headache 
was already blossoming, partially 
from the filth of an unbrushed mouth 
and from the heartfelt stupidity 
caused by a certain big-eyed boy.
Joshua. 
Now before you think otherwise, this 
wasn’t exactly written for him. The 
likes of such waste of flesh having 
given thought was haunting to my 
supposedly independent-woman 
chagrin. Perhaps the atmosphere 
of love in the air was plausible 
regardless of the fact that enough 
unwanted pregnancies were to 
begin their cycle on this glorious 
day.

MATING CALL TO MY SOULMATE 

Tired
In my loose hair and undone room. 
The chaos of the four cornered 
mental-jail was indescribably 
comforting. My woolly blanket 
lays sprawled in front of me, a 
reminder of temporal escape into 
the sheets, light-out and gone to 
an unconsciousness of forgotten 
memories.
With so much going through my 
mind, I can only focus on so little.
Love
I am what you call a self-denouncing 
hopeless romantic. A hypocrite 
really but who’s judging? Having 
read on Plato’s Ladder of love, I 
came to the conclusion that I was on 
the last stage of love.
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After nights of pouring my heart out and attempts 
to translate my soul to this particular male of 
topic, He considered silence as my reward. We 
bonded in intellectual unity I commend, very few 
could attain such heights with my weird theories 
and reckless sarcasm. 
What went wrong? 
Was the question I pondered over and over again 
as I burnt the beans on the cooker, spilled the 
tea all over the counter, and stubbed my toe. Of 
course, I shouldn’t blame the poor boy for my lack 
of concentration or inadequacies but I couldn’t 
help but curse the first time we spoke.
“Hey talkative” I had looked back to the 
interruption of my group discussion just to find 
the silent kid talking to me. His big eyes were 
red as usual. (I deem it a medical condition 
considering his constant itching during class). The 
rest of his face was far from ‘medical condition’. 
His lips looked cute and his jawline would have 
been worth looking at if I wasn’t in the middle of 
a discussion. 
“Hey Joshua…how are you?” I mentally face-
palmed for my unexpected lack of words and 
inability to dish out a friendly nickname. The latter 
my speciality, considering my vast use of those 
with my colleagues. I didn’t mean to be so formal 
besides who still says ‘hey’ in this generation. Yes?
“Just wondering if you wanted to eat, because 
I am on my way to the cafeteria”. He spoke 
modestly, shy even. His eyes darting everywhere 
asides me. A very cute action I happened to hate.
“Suree…I’m coming” I reply retardedly. I could 
have come up with a way cooler retort than that. 
Shame. My pretence character of charisma was 
nowhere to be found.
Fast-forward to the impromptu depression 
parade in my room.
What changed?
There’s a non-existent saying that goes “A writer’s 
heartbreak cuts deep into documents”. Yeah well 
considering the dark eyebags covering my face 
and my subtle hatred for the opposite gender, this 
one hit home. I really felt we bonded.
I initially had no feelings for anything really, 

“A talkative had the power to invoke and evoke silence”

except writing and eating till he confessed his 
feelings. Amused and slightly proud, I had politely 
declined, but he persisted despite all odds. 
Stalking his claim and expressing vulnerability so 
genuine, my wall of ice melted.
Now this isn’t a sad love story so let’s not get too 
carried away by the emotions. But the question 
that puzzles me to infinity is…
Why try?
Why waste so much effort to build something 
only to watch it fall? My mom and dad never really 
were the love enthusiasts but they did try to work 
some type of mutual understanding out.  
Was it me?
I read nowhere that “A talkative had the power 
to invoke and evoke silence”. Were my theories 
too wild or perhaps I doubted his intellectual 
capability? He always laughed and complimented 
my weird theatrics so what could it have been? 
A million scenarios play in my head but they all 
narrow down to one word; “Fake”
I want to scream and curse, cry out in hurt or 
throw an anti-man-campaign but I can’t kill 
that lovesick immature hope of finding love and 
romance with my one true match; my soulmate. 
Just like animals sound a mating call, this is a 
final mating call to my soulmate.
Ding…I feel my phone vibrate from 
beneath the pile of undone laundry 
on the bed. Oh lovely, the outside 
world mocks my loneliness. 
“Hey baby, look outside” …The 
text from an unknown number 
reads. Strange. What could 
possibly be outside…
“Will you marry me?” … 
Are the words spelled out on 
a white board with a man on 
his knees, gazing up silently 
with big eyes.

Written by Ifeoluwa 
Olanipekun

MATING CALL TO MY SOULMATE 
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Forces
For there are Forces

Things you can’t see or touch.
Silently watching you walk and talk.

Disbelief for the unseen
Faith in science and technology

Deep down, you know it’s a wrong ideology
That some things are unsolved mysteries

Unspeakable tales that make the tongue 
limp

Collisions and mess of theories
Dark and light

Choose wisely but I advise the latter
Quit with the delusions and face reality

The time is ticking...
Wear the cloak of realization

Begin the journey...

Forces by Ifeoluwa Olanipekun

POEM
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FUN
SECTION

Facts

Twisters

Facts

Selling Sea Shells.
She sells seashells by the seashore.
..................................
*Slippery Snails.
Six slippery snails, slid slowly seaward.
..................................
* A loyal warrior will rarely worry why we rule.
*Which witch switched the Swiss wristwatches?
*I saw a kitten eating chicken in the kitchen

1. The longest wedding veil was the same length as 
63.5 football fields.
2.The unicorn is the national animal of Scotland.
3.Bees sometimes sting other bees.
4.”E” is the most common letter and appears in 11 
percent of all english words.
5.The healthiest place in the world is in Panama.
6.There’s a giant fish with a transparent head.
7.Dolphins have been trained to be used in wars.
8.Water makes different pouring sounds depending 
on its temperature.
9.Koalas have fingerprints.
10.You can sneeze faster than a cheetah can run.
11.Beethoven could still hear after going deaf.
12.Bill Gates has donated nearly half his fortune.
13.America’s first bank robber deposited the 
money back into the same bank.
14.The Silverback gorilla can lift almost a literal 
ton.
15.Every time you shuffle a deck of cards, you get a 
combination that’s never existed.
16.Baby blue whales grow 200 pounds per day.
17.The longest book title contains 1,809 words.
18.There’s a reason there’s a hole in your pen caps.
19.The U.S. almost went to war with Canada over 
a pig.  
20.Scientists can identify the brain waves that 
signal someone is having an angry dream.`

Facts are culled from;  https://www.google.com/search?q=
random+facts&oq=random+fa&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j0
j69i60j0j69i60.9076j0j9&client=ms-android-transsion-infinix-
rev1&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8



Kingdom Builders and the University Chaplain

2019/2020 BBSF Executives (Kingdom Builders)
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